I-JOISTS PARALLEL TO WALL
ANCHOR BOLT CONNECTION

1. EXTERIOR FINISH AS SPECIFIED
2. QUAD-LOCK TIE (8" BLUE SHOWN)
3. PARGING AS SPECIFIED
4. COMPACTED FILL
5. SLOPE GRADE AWAY FROM WALL
6. PEEL&STICK WATER PROOFING OR SIM.
7. VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED
8. HORIZONTAL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED
9. REINFORCED CONCRETE CORE
10. QUAD-LOCK TIE (8" YELLOW SHOWN)
11. QUAD-LOCK REGULAR 2.25" PANEL
12. INTERIOR FINISH (GYPSUM WALLBOARD) FASTEN TO QUAD-LOCK TIE FLANGES
13. QUAD-LOCK PLUS 4.25" PANEL
14. PREASSEMBLED LEDGER BOARD WITH STAGGERED ANCHOR BOLTS CAST IN PLACE
15. CUT OUT SQUARE BLOCKS OF FOAM AROUND EVERY LEDGER BOLT
16. BLOCKING AS REQUIRED
17. ENGINEERED I-JOISTS AS SPECIFIED
18. SUBFLOOR AS SPECIFIED